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Introduction 

 

 

This is the Demon’s Eye. 

The Demon’s Eye is a mythical artifact of great power that allows its holder 

to see any place, any time, and into any realm or dimension they please. The Eye 

originally belonged to an immortal demon of terrible strength and evil magic. For 

nearly three millennia, the demon used his power of unlimited sight to hunt and 

feast upon the realms, bringing terror and chaos wherever he went. This 

continued until the vengeful angels of the high heavens, having had enough of the 

demon’s rampage, swarmed down upon the demon and cut out his beloved eye. 

Neither able to kill the demon nor destroy the eye, the angels hid the artifact 

deep in the darkest depths of the realms of man. It is there that the demon 

followed and spent century upon century searching for his missing Eye of power.  

However, each day, countless adventurers delve deeper into the realm’s 

dungeons. They are driven by greed, glory, or perhaps just curiosity. No doubt, 

they all seek to uncover the mysteries of the Eye. Yet, each one is completely 

unaware just how many shadows remain between them and the maddened 

demon that still wanders the darkness; or what might happen if one of them 

managed to find the Eye itself. 
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Gameplay 

 

 
 Demon’s Eye is a turn based strategy game where you venture, 

with your friends, into a dangerous dungeon in search of action, 

treasure, and ultimately, the Demon’s Eye. Battling your peers, 

dodging traps, and racing to open chests, are acts of a typical day in 

the darkest realms of man. Though, being the first of your group to 

find the ancient Demon’s Eye, and escape through the portal to the 

surface, is what makes you the true victor. Should you awaken the 

demon, however, you and your friends might never make it out of 

the dungeon alive.  
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Setting Up 

 The first step to setting up the game is creating the dungeon. Demon’s Eye dungeons 

are randomly generated by the players to keep the map interesting in every game. There 

are 36 9x9 floor tiles that you will need to arrange together in a 6x6 grid on the game 

board. It doesn’t matter who places the tiles, or how they are arranged, so long as you make 

sure to avoid creating areas of the map that cannot be reached. Blocked off areas can be 

often removed by spinning a tile to allow access. (A great way to create the map is to split 

the number of floor tiles among your friends, 4 players each get 9 tiles, 3 each get 12, and 

so on… and take turns placing out the tiles to create the map together.) 

 Once your map is complete, you will need to randomize the treasure chests. Do this 

by rolling a 6 sided die to pick the tile column, and another 6 sided die to select the row 

column where the chest is to be placed. On the selected floor tile, place the treasure chest 

anywhere in that tile and then repeat this process for the remaining treasure chests. 

(Splitting the chest placement among your friends can be a fair way to determine where in 

the tile the chests should go.) 

 Once treasure is placed, you now need to select your heroes. Find the hero cards and 

deal each player 3 cards from the stack. Take note who was dealt first and who was dealt 

last. Take the remaining heroes and spread them out in a small pile (faced down) in front of 

everyone. The first person to receive their heroes selects 1 from their 3 to discard back into 

the pile (faced down) and then selects a replacement from the pile. Repeat this until each 

player has had the chance to replace 1 hero from their hand. Then each player must select 1 

hero from their 3 to be their character class and the others will be discarded to the pile for 

another game. 

 After everyone has selected their hero, roll to see turn order. Each player rolls a 6 

sided die and whoever gets the highest number goes first. If the highest number is a tie, the 

tied players will reroll against each other to determine a winner. The turn order will begin 

with the winner of the die roll and go in clockwise rotation for the rest of the players. 

 You can now take turns to roll and place your heroes on the dungeon map by rolling 

a 6 sided die to determine the tile column and another to determine the tile row. You may 

choose any empty square within the selected tile to place your hero. 

 After all heroes have been placed each player is dealt a hand of 6 cards from the 

actions deck and you are ready to begin!  
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Your Hand 
 

 

 

 

Your hand consists of up to 6 action cards that may be used to tip the scales of 

gameplay in your favor. There are 4 types of action cards: Attack, Defense, Move, and Trap. 

You may use a single action card as part of your movement or in combat. In movement, 

however, you may not use attack cards and in combat, you may not use trap cards. When 

using an action card during movement, you select the card you would like to use before you 

roll for your movement. If you play a defense or move card its effect lasts only for that 

movement action. Defense cards raise your defense while moving to help dodge traps that 

you might trigger. Move cards increase the number of squares you can move. If you play a 

trap card, the trap is placed in the square you were standing in and remains there until 

triggered or disarmed. 

During combat, your action cards will provide you with bonuses to your combat 

performance and wear off once combat is complete. Move cards will aid your retreat, 

should you choose to run away. Or they can be used to help chase someone down who is 

running from you. Attack cards help to add that extra punch to your damage rolls, creating 

devastating results, if used well. Defense cards beef up your defensive numbers to help you 

survive combat without taking too much damage. 
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Your Inventory 
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Steps of a Turn 
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Combat 
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Traps 
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Treasure 
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The Demon 
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Custom Classes 
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Alternate Game 
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